In this work, a variational technique is applied to MHD, radiative nanofluid flow over a non-isothermal stretching sheet with Brownian motion and thermophoresis effects by Gyarmati's principle. The heat and mass transfer effects have been investigated and analyzed by this technique. The flow fields inside the boundary layer are approximated as polynomial functions. EulerLagrange equations for the functional of variational principle are constructed. The non-linear boundary layer equations are simplified as simple polynomial equations in terms of momentum, thermal and concentration boundary layer thicknesses. The temperature, concentration profiles, local heat and mass transfer rates are analyzed and are compared with existing numerical results. The comparison shows remarkable accuracy.
Introduction
The prime objective of this work is to analyse the heat transfer enhancement of MHD nanofluid flow over a non-isothermal stretching sheet with radiation effect by using the field of thermodynamics of irreversible processes and to obtain numerical solution to heat and mass transfer with the help of a variational technique based on the Governing Principle of Dissipative Processes (GPDP).
In many industrials, extrusion is an important process in manufacturing of products. The quality of these products solely depends on the heat transfer rate at the stretching sheets. Sakiadis [1] analysed the boundary layer flow over a moving continuous solid surfaces. Crane [2] found a closed form exact solution for Sakiadis problem.
The effects of magneto hydrodynamics and thermal radiation on convective heat transfer play vital role in the phenomena of electrically conducting fluid past a heated surface and thermal processes involving high temperatures such as power generators, nuclear power plants etc. Swati [3] analysed these effects on boundary layer flow over an exponentially stretching sheet.
In recent years, nanofluid which is a mixture of nano-sized particles suspended in a conventional fluid is used to enhance the heat transfer rate. The benefits of nanofluids are theoretically investigated by Choi [4] . The explanation for abnormal convective heat transfer enhancement in nanofluids was observed by Buongiorno [5] .
Khan and Pop [6] presented an analysis for laminar nanofluid flow over a stretching sheet. Recently Wubshet and Shanker [7] numerically investigated the boundary layer flow of a nanofluid over a non-isothermal stretching sheet with magnetic and radiation effects.
As suggested in Buongiorno model the two important slip mechanisms Brownian motion and thermophoresis effects are considered in this boundary layer flow over a non-isothermal stretching sheet through quiescent nanofluid in the presence of radiation and constant magnetic flux density. Gyarmati's variational technique has been employed and the results are given for the temperature profile, concentration profile, the local Nusselt number (heat transfer) and the Sherwood number (mass transfer) for various values of Prandtl number Pr, magnetic parameter ξ, wall temperature parameter n, radiation parameter Nr, the slip parameters Nb (Brownian effect), Nt (thermophoresis effect) and Lewis number Le. The present results are compared with known numerical results and are found to be quite in agreement. The intention of this research work is to establish the fact that Gyarmati's principle is one of the exact and most general variational techniques in solving heat and mass transfer problems. Chandrasekar [8] , Chandrasekar and Kasiviswanathan [9] have already applied Gyarmati's variational principle for steady and unsteady heat transfer and boundary layer flow problems.
The governing boundary layer equations
The system of steady, two dimensional and laminar boundary layer flow of a nanofluid over a non-isothermal stretching sheet with velocity U 0 in x-direction is considered. The leading edge of the sheet is at x = 0 and the sheet is parallel to the x-axis. It is assumed that as y → , the quiescent nanofluid is with ambient temperature T and concentration C . By Boundary layer-Boussinesq approximations and with the assumption that all fluid properties are constants, the boundary layer equations in the presence of thermal radiation are considered as follows,
subject to the boundary conditions Brownian diffusion coefficient, thermophoresis diffusion coefficient and temperature of the stretching sheet. It is assumed that the temperature of the sheet T 0 is greater than the ambient temperature T .
Using Rosseland approximation, the radiative heat flux is described by 4 (
We assume that the lowest temperature differences within the main flow. Therefore the higher order terms are to be neglected, hence 
Gyarmati's variational principle
On the basis of irreversible thermodynamics, Gyarmati's "Governing Principle of Dissipative Processes" is given in its energy picture ( Gyarmati [10, 11] ) as
Here the energy dissipation T and dissipation potentials T , T are given by 
in which 'l ' is the representative length of the stretching sheet.
Method of solution
The velocity, temperature and concentration fields inside the respective boundary layers are assumed as the following trial polynomials, 
These profiles satisfy the following conditions 
The unknown parameters 
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where the notation ( ′ ) indicates the differentiation with respect to x. These variational principles (10) 
where L 1,2 represents the Lagrangian densities L 1 and L 2 respectively. Equations (11) 
The coefficients of these equations (12) Equation (12) 1 is a simple polynomial equation in terms of momentum boundary layer thickness whose effects depend on the magnetic parameter ξ. And equations (12) 
Results and discussion
Whenever a new mathematical method is applied to a problem, the obtained results are compared with the available solution in order to establish the accuracy of the results involved in the present technique. Prasad and Vajravelu [12] numerically obtained the non-dimensional skin friction values for ξ = 0 and ξ = 0.5 as 1.00029111 and 1.22475886 respectively whereas the present computed values are 1.067727442 and 1.284711702 respectively. Table 1 . Local Nusselt number for various values Table 2 . Local Nusselt number for various values of Nb and Nt of Pr when n = ξ = Nr = Nb = Nt = 0.
for Pr = Le = 10 when n = ξ = Nr = 0 In table 1, the heat transfer values of regular fluid for various values of Pr, when n = ξ = Nr = Nb = Nt = 0 are obtained by the present variational technique. It is noted that when Nb = Nt = 0 (regular fluid), the concentration equation is of no physical significance. From this table, it is evident that the present results are in good agreement with Khan and Pop [6] and Wubshet and Shanker [7] . Table 2 [7] . It is noted that the local Nusselt number decreases while the Sherwood number increases as both Brownian motion and thermophoresis parameter increases.
Figures 1-5 present the temperature distributions for the wall temperature parameter n, Prandtl number Pr, Radiation parameter Nr, diffusion parameters (Nb, Nt) and magnetic parameter ξ respectively. From figure 1 , it is observed that the temperature profile decreases and thinning the thermal boundary layer thickness as wall temperature parameter n increases. Figure 2 represents the temperature profile for different values of Pr. Since the higher Prandtl number has lower thermal conductivity, temperature profiles are steeper due to the rapid heat transfer. Figure 3 shows the effects of radiation parameter Nr on the temperature profile. It is found that an increase in the radiation parameter Nr increases the temperature profile but not in significant level. Figure 4 illustrates, the influence of Brownian, thermophoresis diffusion parameters Nb, Nt (taken as Nb = Nt) on the temperature distribution. One can observe that temperature profile is an increasing function of these diffusion parameters. This is because of the fact that these parameters are directly influenced by the thermal enhancing fields. From figure 5 , it can be easily observed that as magnetic parameter ξ increases accordingly, the temperature profile increases. Figures 6-8 represent the concentration profile for Lewis number Le, Brownian motion parameter Nb and thermophoresis parameter Nt respectively. Figure 6 indicates that as Le increases the concentration within the boundary layer decreases and also the concentration boundary layer thickness decreases. From figures 7 and 8, it is observed that Brownian motion decreases the concentration profile while thermophoresis parameter increases the concentration profile. 
Conclusion
By GPDP, governing partial differential equations are simplified as polynomial equations whose coefficients are of independent parameters Pr, ξ, n, Nr, Nb, Nt and Le. This variational technique offers a practicing engineer a rapid way of obtaining heat and mass transfer rates for any combination of these parameters. The advantage involved in this technique is that the results are obtained with the high order of accuracy and the time taken to solve the problem is certainly less when compared with more conventional methods. Hence the practicing engineers and scientists can apply this unique approximate technique as a powerful tool for solving boundary layer flow, heat and mass transfer problems.
